PhysAssist Scribe

HIRING NOW!
GET MEDICAL EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH EMERGENCY ROOM PHYSICIANS IN SOUTHAVEN, MS!

Experience the exciting dynamics of emergency medicine as a PhysAssist Scribe!

Learn valuable terminology and procedures for your future career in the medical field! We work with your school schedule, and you get time off for medical school interviews!

What is a PhysAssist Scribe?

Our scribes manage the physician's workflow as they see patients. They are responsible for filling out and maintaining patients' charts, ordering diagnostic tests, and arranging plans for follow-up care. This will provide them with the opportunity to watch the diagnostic process firsthand, all while working side-by-side the physician!

APPLY TODAY links.iamscribe.com/apply
VISIT OUR WEBPAGE WWW.IAMSCRIBE.COM

TO BE CONSIDERED FOR AN INTERVIEW EMAIL ME TODAY andrew.ferguson@iamscribe.com!!!

We look forward to meeting you Call Today at 817-496-1009!

Jason Barber
Recruiting Manager,
PhysAssist Scribes Inc.

817.496.1009 tel
817.507.0140 direct line
817.496.0003 fax

Jason@iamscribe.com

6451 Brentwood Stair Road . Suite 100
Fort Worth, Texas 76112